Epidemic theory predicts that the vaccination threshold required to interrupt local transmission of an immunizing infection like measles depends only on the basic reproductive number ℛ 0 and hence transmission rates. When the search for optimal strategies is expanded to incorporate economic constraints, the optimum for disease control in a single population is determined by relative costs of infection and control, rather than transmission rates. Adding a spatial dimension, which precludes local elimination unless it can be achieved globally, can reduce or increase optimal vaccination levels depending on the balance of costs and benefits. For weakly coupled populations, local optimal strategies agree with the global costeffective strategy; however, asymmetries in costs can lead to divergent control optima in more strongly coupled systems-in particular, strong regional differences in costs of vaccination can preclude local elimination even when elimination is locally optimal. Under certain conditions, it is locally optimal to share vaccination resources with other populations.
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eradication threshold | transboundary model | resource allocation T he impact of vaccination against infectious disease is one of the triumphs of public health (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . The dynamic response of strongly immunizing infections to vaccination is well captured by theory (6, 7) . In the simplest formulation, vaccination in a wellmixed population near birth reduces the basic reproduction ratio of infection, ℛ 0 , to an effective value ℛ 0 (1 − p) (6) . This reduction in effective transmission leads to a well-known criterion for local elimination of transmission: p c = 1 − 1/ℛ 0 . Various factors including spatial and social heterogeneity, seasonality in transmission, and stochasticity complicate this picture (2, 6, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , but the simple calculation captures the essential impact of herd immunity remarkably well (11) .
However, p c depends only on epidemiological parameters and does not account for the costs of vaccination campaigns and the resultant health and (ultimately) economic benefits of reduction or elimination of cases. Given the current focus on potential elimination of measles and polio (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , it is timely to add an economic component to the basic epidemiological theory of herd immunity (18) . Traditionally, the main economic benefit of disease elimination was envisaged in terms of cessation of vaccination after interruption of infection (19) (20) (21) . For instance, it is estimated the United States recoups its investment in the smallpox eradication campaign through averted costs of vaccination every 26 d (22, 23) . However, with advances in pathogen genomics and molecular biology, such that important viral pathogens could be regenerated from genomic information (24) , vaccination at some level would likely continue into the longer term even if transmission of a given pathogen were interrupted globally (25) . Assuming that herd immunity is maintained at eradication levels (Conclusions), the economic benefits of eradication are then simply the health benefits derived from preventing disease.
Results and Discussion
To synthesize epidemiological and economic forces, we modify the classic susceptible-infected-removed (SIR) model for the dynamics of immunizing infections (7, 26, 27) to allow for the costs and benefits of vaccination (Materials and Methods). Beginning with a model with implicit importation of infected cases, we distinguish between vaccination costs that increase exponentially with coverage and infection costs that are proportional to both the severity of the disease and its prevalence in the population. It may sometimes be useful to formulate disease-related costs more explicitly in terms of mortality, morbidity, loss of productivity, or even treatment and hospitalization costs (28, 29) . However, here by infection costs we focus on the simplest case, in terms of the severity of the disease and its burden. Assuming that vaccination continues after elimination, we find optimal vaccination coverage (Materials and Methods) for a single population and extend the result for a spatial model with populations coupled through migration. Looking first for the optimal coverage at equilibrium, we later relax this assumption and fully account for epidemic dynamic and transient behavior in a seasonal and spatial setting (details in SI Appendix).
Surprisingly, the optimal vaccination coverage p′ that incorporates economic considerations is independent of transmission rate β and determined mostly by the ratio of disease burden and vaccination costs, p′ ¼ ð1=xÞlnðc I μ=½axðμ + νÞÞ (see also ref. 30 ). Local elimination is optimal only for low ℛ 0 values that result in a critical elimination threshold p c that is smaller than p′. As illustrated in Fig. 1 A and B (and in SI Appendix, Figs. S2B and S3), very severe infections (high per-capita burden c I ) increase the economic optimum and can recover the elimination threshold (Eqs. 4 and 5). However, for less serious infections with low c I , the economic optimum may be well below p c : essentially the economic optimum is to tolerate some cases of less serious infections, especially if vaccination costs are high. (Dependence of these optima on infectious period is explored in SI Appendix, Fig. S2A ).
Adding immigration of infection (η > 0) to a single population precludes elimination by local vaccination alone (31, 32) . Immigration also has significant effects on economic optima for vaccination ( Fig. 1 C-E) . Consider first a nonsevere, low-ℛ 0 infection with moderate infection cost. The zero immigration optimum coincides with the elimination threshold (Fig. 1B) ; however, a low level of infective immigration (Fig. 1C , solid black line) markedly reduces the optimal vaccination level. This reduction happens because even low levels of immigration significantly increase the prevalence of infection above p c (Fig. 1D) , so that considerable (and expensive) vaccination efforts are required to lower prevalence and thus achieve infection cost benefits. For higher immigration rates, a larger increase in prevalence ( Fig. Author contributions: R.L., B.G. and P.K. designed research and models; P.K. performed research; P.K., R.L., and B.G. analyzed data; and P.K., R.L., and B.G. wrote the paper. 1D) results in magnifying the costs of disease and thus increasing the optimal vaccination level (Fig. 1C , solid black line). For high infection costs (Fig. 1C , dashed black line), the increase in optimal vaccination with immigration is monotonic and the rate of increase is greater than for moderate infection costs.
These equilibrium results are robust to adding epidemiological dynamics and explicit space in terms of a variety of models for twopatch SIR systems (Materials and Methods and SI Appendix). The explicit two-patch case also allows us to explore the match between local and global vaccination cost optima. Whereas the global optimum minimizes overall costs in the region, local optima focus entirely on minimizing their own local costs. If each population chooses a strategy that minimizes its local costs, given the neighboring vaccination coverage, the populations are at the joint optimum (Nash equilibrium), where neither population can benefit by changing its strategy unilaterally (33) . The key metric here is the match between the global optimum for the two populations and their Nash equilibrium (full analysis in SI Appendix). It is useful here to distinguish weakly coupled populations [corresponding in our one-patch plus immigration model to η << μ (the turnover rate of the population)] from strongly coupled populations (η ≥ μ). For weakly coupled populations ( Fig. 2A ), local and global vaccination optima are very close; this outcome occurs over a wide range of parameter space and applies even if epidemiological and economic parameters are relatively different across patches. However, if local optima are on either side of the elimination threshold (due, for example, to asymmetries in vaccination costs arising from differences in supply chain and overall health delivery efficiency or asymmetric disease costs), local and overall optima can diverge with increased coupling [so that global elimination is not the optimum (Fig. 2B) ]. Increasing the seriousness of disease (infection costs) recovers the optimal coverage dictated by ℛ 0 (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 : optimal coverage is equal to the eradication threshold). The effect of local asymmetries in epidemiological or economic parameters is much stronger at higher levels of coupling ( Fig. 2 C  and D) , when there is a much larger area of parameter space where local and global vaccination optima differ.
When the Nash equilibrium marches with the global optimum, both populations achieve optimal coverage levels without additional cooperation. The optimal level of coverage depends on relative costs of coverage and burden of infection and can fall anywhere from no vaccination (when cost of coverage is too high but disease is not severe) to elimination (when cost of coverage is low and disease burden is high), previously proved for a case when vaccination stops after eradication (19, 20, 23) . Divergent optima, on the other hand, can result in local strategies that can be harmful to neighboring populations, requiring a global vaccination policy to ensure a globally optimal solution.
In sum, local and global vaccination optima tend to coincide when populations are weakly coupled (such that movement is a fraction of population turnover)-we might, for example, see this at the level of coupling between countries. On the other hand, if movement is much larger (for example, between regions or social groups within a country or in cities where mass movements occur), local and global optima may not coincide, especially with respect to elimination.
Finally, a key generalization of these results is the optimal spatial control of the infection under limited resources. Fig. 3 explores the extension of our two-patch model and optimal allocation of limited local and global resources. Fig. 3A shows optimal allocation of global (or external) resources that minimizes overall infection burden (infection costs), allowing for Once the elimination threshold can be achieved in one patch, resources are split between both patches, eventually facilitating global elimination. The allocation of local resources depends greatly on the time frame over which we are minimizing infection costs ( Fig. 3 B-D) . Assuming that the second patch has sustained coverage at 95% of its elimination threshold (high vaccination coverage, but not enough to eliminate the infection), we seek to find the optimal budget allocation of the local, patch-1 resources, which minimizes its infection costs. Short-term minimization of patch-1 disease burden leads to investment of all of its resources toward local herd immunity, except for very small levels of local budget. Budget levels that can achieve <5% local coverage are better invested in eliminating the infection in the other patch, thereby achieving a benefit of minimized incoming infections (Fig.  3B) . Minimizing long-term infection costs results in sharing of the patch-1 resources close to its elimination threshold, thereby facilitating the elimination in both patches ( Fig. 3 C and D) .
Conclusions
Epidemiological criteria for vaccination coverage have been well described for decades (6, 38) , but there have been no generalizable results generated by including economic constraints into epidemic models, in a world where postelimination cessation of vaccination is not an option. We find that introducing the costs of infection and vaccination dramatically alters the conditions under which it is optimal to eliminate a disease. When the cost of infection is finite, the optimal vaccination coverage is independent of transmission and is set at the level where the benefit of lower cost of infection is balanced against the cost of increasing coverage. Large enough cost of infection (Eq. 5) recovers the original paradigm for critical vaccination coverage that is a function of ℛ 0 . From a microbial perspective, no country is an island. Therefore, incentives for the manager of a single patch (a country or group within a country) are also influenced by the rate of entry of infecteds from other patches. Immigration retards the ability of a country to eliminate a disease; that is well known. However, we find that the optimal response, almost always, to increasing immigration is to increase vaccination coverage. The only exception is when the cost of infection is low-here, for very low levels of immigration, it makes sense to cut back vaccination coverage because of the inability to control disease in the presence of an external source of infecteds.
Our synthesis of epidemiological and economic constraints in a spatial framework yields counterintuitive results not just from an epidemiological perspective, but also from an economic one. The case for disease elimination has typically been made on the back of the significant gains from cessation of routine vaccination once the disease has been stamped out (19) (20) (21) . However, when postelimination cessation of vaccination is not an option, we find that it may even be optimal for a country to vaccinate at a level exceeding the critical vaccination coverage rate in the presence of incoming infecteds, if the costs of disease are high enough and vaccination is affordable enough. Extending these results to full epidemic metapopulations is an important area for future work (but should not affect our qualitative results).
In practice, the posteradication strategy might be to maintain some herd immunity by vaccination, but at a lower level than needed for eradication (e.g., changing from a two-dose to one-dose schedule posteradication). This method would emphasize the benefits of eradication, but not affect our results qualitatively, assuming that substantial vaccination effort must remain postelimination. Other complexities not explicitly considered here center on the role of heterogeneity [in individual or age-specific transmission, in vaccination rates by age or social group (39) , and in space], as well as on the impact of imperfect immunity and pathogen evolution. Again, these processes (all important avenues for future work) will not qualitatively affect our findings about the balance of epidemiological and economic forces on optimal policy (SI Appendix).
Our results show that the strength of coupling between populations has important consequences for incentives of local decision makers. Stronger coupling with other populations promotes free-riding in vaccination efforts between populations and results in lower levels of vaccination in each subpopulation relative to the global optimum. Conversely, when each population is isolated, its incentives are no different from those of a global decision maker. The notion that incentives to vaccinate may be diminished in a more interconnected world is a surprising result for disease modelers but entirely rational and consistent with the assumption of locally focused policymakers.
Finally, we show that, even though local and global optima mostly march together, coordination of vaccination efforts can be required to achieve global elimination (especially in asymmetric cases and when elimination is not dictated by relative infection and vaccination costs). Allocation of limited global (or external) vaccine resources results in focusing on the patch in which the elimination threshold is most readily achievable. The benefit to other patches is thereby provided in terms of reduced incoming infections, which would not be present if the resources were scattered among patches. Focusing on local budgetary limitations, we find the present value of infecteds is so high in short-term cost-effective strategies that the cost of current infections outweighs the benefit of preventing cases in the future. Long-term optimal strategies, on the other hand, stress the value of herd immunity to the extent that it might make sense for a patch to spend on vaccination in another patch rather than its own. When faced with a constraint in total vaccine expenditure, the long-term strategy facilitates elimination; this result in turn stresses the need for long-term funding and budget commitments to sustain and enhance herd immunity.
Materials and Methods
We begin with a model for a single well-mixed population, with an implicit input rate of infection from other populations, η (27, (40) (41) (42) :
Here, S, I, and R are proportions of susceptible, infected, and recovered individuals, respectively, with transmission rate β, births balancing deaths (at the rate μ), and the average duration of infection given by 1/ν. A proportion, p, of individuals is vaccinated at birth (strictly at the end of maternal immunity) (43) . We distinguish between the costs of the vaccination campaign (vaccination costs), which we assume to increase exponentially with coverage (details in SI Appendix, Fig. 1S ), and costs of infection (infection costs) that we use as an index of the severity of the disease. The total infection costs are proportional to the total number of the infective individuals in the population. Because there is little evidence for increasing or decreasing marginal costs of infection within a single population (the change in total costs that arises from having one additional infection in the population), we assume constant marginal cost and model the costs of infection as a linear function of the infecteds (as in, for example, refs. 30 and 44-48). The total cost of vaccination plus infection is then,
with per-capita burden c I. The cost of coverage is c(p) = ae xp , where a is the cost of vaccinating the first child (the cost of setting up the program), and x captures the increase in costs with the increasing coverage p.
When there is no immigration, we can calculate the economic optimum by minimizing Eq. 2 to find the level of coverage that minimizes total costs,
which is independent of transmission. If the economic optimum p′ is above the critical elimination threshold, p c = 1 − 1/ℛ 0 , the optimal strategy is to eliminate the infection locally:
(details in SI Appendix). Local elimination can be optimal also in the case of very severe diseases. In fact, for large enough per-capita burden c I , i.e., c I > axðμ + νÞ μ exp ½xð1 − 1=ℛ 0 Þ; [5] the economic optimum p′ is always above p c, and optimal vaccination coverage p* is reduced to the critical elimination threshold determined by ℛ 0 (Eq. 4).
This basic result is robust to adding random vaccination (rather than vaccination at birth), fully incorporating transient disease dynamics, seasonality in both transmission and immigration, and stochastic importations of infecteds (SI Appendix where i, j = 1, 2, i ≠ j and the coverage in each patch is given by V. We look for global optimal vaccination coverage by minimizing the joint costs of coverage and infection for both populations, Local optima minimize total costs in individual populations as in Eq. 2.
Finally, we put a constraint on vaccine expenditure and fully incorporate the transient dynamics of the disease and look at how to best allocate the limited resources between two populations to minimize infection costs. For a given budget B we look for a proportion q of the budged allocation to population 2 such that where the term e −δt accounts for discounting (details in SI Appendix). We compare the central planner strategy (global policy) that looks to minimize global infection pressure to the local (decentralized) strategy where the local population minimizes its own infection costs.
